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Eight Girls Chosen For 1938 Taps Beauty Section

ic'

SIX SOUTH CAROLINA
BEAUTIES SELECTED

CLUBMEN TO FEATURE
COL WELL AS VOCALIST

Alabama And Pennsylvania
Also Place Representatives In YearxBook

Dixieland Band Presents A
Group Of Unique Novelty Arrangements

From November 15-17, ClemClemson's 1,800 cadets went to the
polls and voted for the eight lovely ladies to compose the Beauty
Section of their 1938 "Taps."
From a group of over two-hundred representatives, six South
Carolina girls, one Alabama Miss
and a Pennsylvania beauty were
selected. The South Carolina girls
are: Miss Gene Boyle, Miss Margaret Gantt, Miss Betsy Lucas, Miss
Virginia Walker, Miss Carolyn McElveen, and Miss Phoebe Ammons.
Miss Rosalyn Shepherd and Miss
Kathleen Owsley are the Alabama
and Pennsylvania representatives
respectively.
Converse Featured
Converse College claimed three
of the beauties: Miss Boyle of
Sumter, Miss Gantt of Charleston,
and Miss Lucas of Florence. Florence also claims Miss Ammons,
now at Greenville Woman's College.
Miss McElveen of Lake City will
appear in "Taps" for Clemson's
sister college Winthrop. Miss
Walker, South Carolina's other
representative, is from Columbia.
Miss Shepherd is from Auburn,
Alabama, and Miss Owsley from
Philadelphia. These eight beauties
represent a cross-section of the
type of beauties which attend
Clemson's dances throughout the
year.
Democratic System
The system of voting for "Taps"
beauties has been in operation for
the past three years and has proven highly satisfactory. Through
means of a special identification
system, politics is cut to a minimum. The system is a very democratic one which permits each cadet to submit a picture and each cadet gets to vote, thereby assuring a
representative group of beauties.

By J. W. Owens

Deputation Groups
Give Joint Program
The Y.M.C.A. deputation team
sent delegations Sunday to Charlotte and Rock Hill, headed by A.
C. Payne, and Tom Bainbridge.
The program in Charlotte was
presented before a young boys'
meeting. The keynote of Payne's
talk, calculated to give a new turn
to the boys' thoughts, was entitled,
"It's the little things in life that
count." Cadet Martin with his accordian and Cadet Rankin with his
(Continued on Page Three)

WEEKS TALKS BEFORE
ANDERSON ROTARIANS

5)

Colonel C. W. Weeks, Clemson's
commandant, with Cadet Colonel F.
L. Bell, Cadet Sergeant Major J.
S. Baskin, Cadet Corporal C. B.
Lawton, and Cadet private J. A.
DesPontis explained the activities
and purposes of R. 0. T. C. training to the Anderson Rotary Club
last Tuesday.
In their respective talks, these
men, with Colonel Weeks (brought
out the many advantages of R. O.
T. C. in th? school, and its achievements at C'emson.

SOUTHERN SWINGSTERS—Tomorrow night this personable group of rhythm artists, under the
direction of Dean Hudson, will swing and sway for Clemson's Tiger Ball. Featuring the smooth vocalizations of Frances Colwell, lovely Southern songstress, the band presents a styled rhythm which has
proven immensely popular with the modern college dance crowd. A master showman, Dean Hudson
intersperses the clubmen's routine dance music with unique novelty numbers, by his Dixie Land Swing
band, and exceptionally appealing numbers by the quartette and glee club. The Clubmen will play for.
a concert tomorrow evening and for the series of three dances this week-end.

Phi Psi Initiates ;
Feted At Banquet
Members and initiates of Clemson's Iota Chapter of Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity,
fared royally at a banquet given
by the old members of the club in
honor of the late initiates at Dave
Stansell's popular restaurant near
Greenville, Nov. 10.
Mr. Robert T. Stubbs, a Clemson
man who was instrumental in
founding the local chapter of Phi
Psi in 1927, gave a short outline of
the history of the fraternity, mentioning the fact that the local textile club was the first national fraternity organized at Clemson. The
speaker, who is now superintendent
of the Woodside Mills at Simpsonville and Fountain Inn, South Cari

(Continued on Page Three)

FLORIDA CLUBMEN TO
GIVE CONCERT

(Continued On Pncp Twnl

Dean Hudson's Floridians, orchestra whose music will be featured at the Tiger Ball series
this week end, will present a
free concert in the Clemson
Chapel at 6:15 Friday evening.
The Cadet Corps, their visitors,
members of the faculty, and
residents of Clemson are invited
to attend' this concert.
Tickets for the dances will be
on sale Friday. The following
prices were anounced by the
Central Dance Association:
Cadet
Outsider
Friday Night' —$1.75
$2.00
Tea Dance.
_,! .50
.75
Saturday Night _ 1.50
1.75
Block .„,-.__
3.00
4.00

At an organization meeting of
the Junior Staff Club held recently
Robert B. Fickling was elected
president of the club, John S. Baskin, vice president, and Gus C.
Commander, secretary and treasurer.
Fickling, a resident of Blackville
is a master sergeant, as is Baskin,
whose home is in Bishopville.
Commander is from Florence and
is a color sergeant.
Efficiency Unit
The new organisation, need for
which has long been felt at Clemson, is composed of three master
sergeants, four staff sergeants, and
four color sergeants. Due to the
necessity of closer cooperation
among the staff sergeants the motive of the club is to promote efficiency which is to the advantage
of every cadet. By the formation
of this club a closer relationship
ferent scales but also different ton- founded on fellowship and cooperation is established, with the prime
al relationships, which result in
(Continued on Pasre Three)
what seems to you discord. But
PROFESSOR LUCAS IS
this is also precisely the reaction
CHARLOTTE SPEAKER
of the Chinese to Western music.
Change Evident
Representing Clemson, Professor
However, Miss Wilson sees a
J.
P. Lucas, Jr., of the Clemson
change taking place in the youth
of China with respect to Western English department spoke before
influence. With the expansion of the Charlotte Junior Chamber of
cinema, jazz, and dances, this Commerce on Wednesday, Novemchange is becoming intensified. ber 17.
Professor Lucas' talk, entitled,
"Thirty-six freshmen girls entered
our college last year and the "What Is Expected Of a Young
change was at once apparent. The Man Today," is one of a series of
majority of them not only have three to be delivered before the
learned to dance but are learning Charlotte Junior Chamber by repto love American dancing and mu- resentatives of leading colleges in
the Carolinas.
<Continued on Page Three)

Dorsey, Gray, And Goodman Hold Little
Charm For Youth Of China, Says Dean
By Jake Smith
"Benny Goodman, Glen Gray and
Tommy Dorsey have been just unfamiliar names to our college students. Most of them have no conception of dancing and rhythm as
you see it."
With these few words Miss Rebecca Wilson, Dean of Women at
Hangchow Christian College, China, and recent guest of Dr. and
Mrs. S. J. L. Crouch, destroyed our
illusions regarding the absolute
sovereignty of these exponents of
modern swing in the world of music.
"You see," she explained, "the
music of China is based on systems entirely different from your
own. The Chinese use not only dif-

Fickling To Head
Junior Staff Club

Tomorrow night Dean Hudson
and his Florida Clubmen will ring
up the curtain on Clemson's fourth
annual Tiger Ball. Maestro Hudson will start the week-end festivities by swinging forth with a few
samples of his dixieland rythms,
at a concert in the college chapel at
6:15.
Amid gaiety, glamour, and elaborate decorations, the torrid tempos of maestro Hudson and his
Clubmen will officially open this
colorful series Friday night at
9:30. Headlines-bylines-deadlines—
all these will be momentarily foiv
gotten as the Tiger Staff lets itself go in an effort to make this
year's Tiger Ball the best yet.
Everything is in readiness . . . The
fieldhouse has been very beautifully decorated, the Central Dance
Association has its plans complete,
and the Tiger staff, along with hunr
dreds of other mid-autumn revellers, is anxiously awaiting the beginning.
In addition to the Friday night
formal affair, a tea dance has been
scheduled to start at four o'clock
Saturday afternoon. There will be
the usual informal dance Saturday
nighty.
Versatile Band
Advance notices indicate that the
Clubmen will prove to be a very

Prominent Official
Visits On Campus
Recently Clemson College was
signally honored by a visit by Dr.
C. J. Robertson, a member of thd
staff of the International Institute
of Agriculture at Rome, Italy, who
was referred to the department of
Agricultural Economics by United
States Department of Agriculture
officials in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
i
Dr. Robertson expressed himself
as being impressed by the large
volume of research work which the
experiment station is carrying on,
and was greatly appreciative of the
attention shown him while in South'
Carolina.
A native of Great Britain, Dr.
Robertson has traveled in his own
country, in Germany, France, Russia, and other countries studying
social conditions among rural peo-'
pie.
After his visit, Dr. Robertson
left Clemson for a brief visit at;
Tuskeegee Institute in Alabama.

By Their Words
"There's mental indigestion in
this class."—Williams.
"When I looked at your last quiz
papers, I didn't know which had.
been recorded—your ages or your
grades."—Bloom.
"Any of you fellows who want,
to sleep in class will have to move
to the Pullman section—the last,
two rows."—Fitzpatrick.

s
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Clemson Graduate Appointed Dean Of Texas College
Versatile Chemistry Dean Organizer
Of Clemson College's First Track Team
By T. B. Young
Probably no man in the history
of Clemson College has led a more
versatile life as a faculty member
than Dr. F. ,H. H. Calhoun, dean
of the school of Chemistry and
Geology. During his thirty-three
years of service with Clemson, Dr.
Calhoun has been professor of
geology and mineralogy, vice-director of the. agricultural department, director of resident teaching
Of the School of Agriculture and
dean of the School-of Chemistry
and Geology. He has served as
faculty advisor for Alpha Zeta
and Anthanor, gym director, president of the Clemson College Athletic Association, vice-president of
the first district of the S. I. A. A.
and coach of the first track team.
'.' Dr. Calhoun was born near Auburn, N. Y., in 1875 and lived on a
Dean F. H. H. Calhoun
farm the first few years of his life.
He received his elementary educa- floor of the Agricultural Buildtion in a "little red schoolhouse," ing," one of his first jobs here.
(which He now refers to as one of
the prequisites of a president of His first years at Clemson were
the United States). He later at- very busy ones, since they thought
tended Auburn High School in the nothing in those days of schedules
beautiful lake region of New York of from 28 to 30 theory hours,
which is the maximum even for
not far from Cornell University.
students now. In addition Dr. CalChicago Grad
houn
organized and trained the
' In 1894 Calhoun entered the
University of Chicago and was first Clemson track team and startHe
graduated in 1898. He says the ed .the first gymnasium.
reason he did not go to Cornell coached the track team for ten
was that his mother was too famil- years, developing each year one
iar with the banquets held by Cor- of the best teams in the South. In
nell students in Auburn. Dr. Cal- that time Clemson lost but .two
houn is a member of the Phi Delta dual meets and captured the S. I.
and Alpha Nu fraternities. Upon A. A. and the Southern A. A. U.
graduation he was awarded a sen- championships more often than any
tor1 scholarship in Geology and was other school.
In 1912 Dr. Calhoun was made
then given three successive teaching fellowships, which enabled Vice-Director of the Agricultural
him to get his Ph. D. degree in Department and in 1920 Director
of Resident Teaching in the same
1902.
department. He became Dean of
Geology Assistant
During the summers between the School of Chemistry and Ge1898 and 1902 Dr. Calhoun was ology in 1933 and now escorted all
assistant on the United States the rocks and minerals, carefully
Geological Survey, doing reconnais- moved in 1904 to the Agricultural
sance work in Montana on a glac- Hall, to the Chemistry Building.
ial project, spending four educa- In this connection Dr. Calhoun has
tional and adventurous summers for many years been popularly
working out a geological problem known by his students as "Dr.
which he later used for his doc- Rock."
Many Honors
tor's thesis. Nearly all of his work
was done on horseback, part of it
During his first years at Clembeing in what is now Glacier Na- son, having little to do in the sumtional Park. Traveling over that mers, Dr. Calhoun taught in the
wild and unsettled country, he led summer schools of several midthe life of a roving Indian, living western universities, including Chion the country, eating out of a cago, Michigan, Iowa and Coloraknapsack and sleeping on the do, taking advantage of the opporground. More than once he had tunity of studying the geology of
to shake rattle snakes out of his this part of the country. While
bedding and scare off wolves which Director of Resident Teaching, he
were pulling at his blankets. To- was elected chairman of the Secday this national park has fine tion of Resident Teaching of the
hotels as well as excellent roads Association of Land Grant Colleges
and trails but then it was a wilder- and Schools. He is a. fellow in a
ness almost unknown even to the number of scientific societies, the
Blackfoot Indians whose reserva- most important of which he con
tion now lies close to the boundary. siders the Geological Society of
While Dr. Calhoun was teaching America. He is past president of
aft the University of Chicago, he the South Carolina Academy of
met Miss Grace Ward who was at- Science. He has been called upon
tending the University of Michi- to do a great deal of consulting
gan, the two schools being keen work on various geological prorivals. After Miss Ward had com- jects, two of which were the Sanpleted her college course they tee-Cooper Project, on which he
were married. They have one son, was consulting geologist for the
F. H. H. Calhoun, Jr., who is a state, and the Florida Ship Canal
staff sergeant in the corps of ca- where he represented several ordets at Clemson and a member of ganizations in Florida which were
opposing the project. For over
the varsity track team.
Track Star
twenty years Dr. Calhoun has been
At Chicago Dr. Calhoun worked geologist for the Seaboard Airtinder Coach A. A. Stagg for four line Railway. Be says, "This conyears as a track man, running the tact with practical problems in gehigh hurdles, the half mile and the ology throughout the South has
mile. He weighed only 118 pounds been very helpful to me as a teachbut held the college record in the er. It has enabled me to secure
hurdles and the half mile, his time a great deal of valuable illustraton the latter being two minutes ive material and to vitalize subflat. He captained the team his ject matter."
Students who were sleeping in
senior year. His first teaching job
was at Illinois College where he his classes have been observed to
held the chair of Physics and Ge- wake up when he began to tell
ology, served as Director of Ath- about some of his experiences as a
letics and coached the track team. geologist. Dr. Calhoun tells his
To Clemson
friends that he is more proud of
Dr. Calhoun came to Clemson in his reputation as a good teacher
the fall of 1904 as professor of than any other accomplishment
geology as he says, "in time to that he may have.
move all the rocks and minerals
Hobbies
belonging to the Geology Division
From a hobby which embraced
from the third floor of the Admin- sports of all kinds, he has turned
istratioa Building to the second
(Continued on Page Three)

Clubmen Feature
Frances Colwell

DOCTOR GEE TO HEAD
HUNTSVILLE COLLEGE
Graduated From Clemson
During War Period—
Directed Sports

(Continued From Page One)

^ Dr. James G. Gee, a Clemson
graduate of the World War period
and former director of athletics at
Clemson has been appointed Dean
of Sam Houston State Teachers
College at Huntsville, Texas, where
he has been professor of vocational
agriculture and education for several years.
Upon graduation from Clemson,
Dr. Gee entered the A.E.F. in the
World War, and served overseas
for two years. Some time after his
return from the great conflict,
Jimmie Gee, as he is affectionately
known to his friends, was called to
become football coach and director
of athletics at Clemson. After serving in this capacity for three years
Dr. Gee resigned his position to
go to Harvard. He received his degree as doctor of philosophy at
Peabody College in\ 1934, whereupon he journeyed to Texas to assume duties as professor of vocational agriculture and education at
Sam Houston. Dr. Gee succeeds the
late Professor Joe Pritchett as
Dean of the college.

SWEET SONGSTRESS—With a
voice possessed of a particularly
appealing throatiness and with a
charm and vivacity which has gained for her many admirers wherever the Florida Clubmen have
played' engagements, Frances ColA Good Hair Cut— A Clean Shave well, Dean Hudson'* songstress,
YMCA Barber Shop—Bailey and comes to Clemson tomorrow to renKay
der vocals for Tiger Ball.

entertaining unit. Featuring a glee
club, trio, novelties, varieties, and
superb vocalizations, all rolled into
a neat bundle of orchestral entertainment, this very versatile group
of musicians offer a varied program. Hudson's catching personality, and his ever present smile finds
a ready response with the audience.
The Clubmen's featured vocalist,
Miss Frances Colwell, is on a par
with the leading vocalists in the
country today. This lovely singer,
with her inimitable contralto renditions of both sweet and swing
lyrics, has captured the fancy of
America's collegians. One of the
high spots of the band's entertainment is their radio "Round The
Town Hour," . . . the band giving
their impression of the music of
the most famous orchestras of the
land; this tour is interspersed by
able impersonations of leading radio artists by Hudson himself.
Their showmanship is supreme and
will adapt itself to any audience.
The band is made up of a group
of young collegians, they know
what the college crowds want and
are in no wise hesitant in giving
out with what the dancers themselves desire.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers

P. S. McCollum, Owner
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Plans Underway For Gala Engineer-Architects Day
SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS
WILL BE FEATURED

CLEMSON
TICER

Event Scheduled To Be Staged
During First Part Of
Next Spring
Plans are going forward in the
engineering and architecture
schools to make this year's biennial Engineering-Architecture Day
the greatest that Clemson has ever
witnessed. Besides reassembling exhibits of past conventions that attracted intense interest, this year's
show will feature new material developed by the cadets, and astonishing machines rigged up by various clubs and fraternities to amuse
the pupils and demonstrate the
truly remarkable progress that
Clemson's Engineering and Architecture departments are making,
and that these two branches of
science are making throughout the
world.
Past experience has shown that
this feature of the school's program is probably the most attractive to the public of all the things
sponsored by the scholastic departments. Celebrations of this big
event, in recent years, have
brought ever-increasing members
of interested South Carolinians to
the campus. Several schemes under
discussion now would make this
1938 "Day" by far the most important yet in the school's history.
If all the plans go through successfully, Clemson should be the
center of a statewide spotlight on
engineering and architectural advancement, and visitors might be
expected from all parts of the nation.
Engineering - Architecture Day
will probably occupy a week-end
just before, or possibly just after,
Spring holidays. Engineering Ball
will come the same week-end, if it
is possible to arrange it so. Clemson cadets, then, will be hosts to a
mighty horde of South Carolinians,
who are interested in them and
their activities, and it will be up to
them to give the guests, one and
all, a true Clemson welcome!

Phi Psi Initiates
Feted At Banquet
(Continued From Page One)

olina, presented some excellent advice to the "lint-heads" pertaining
to the selection of work after graduation.
Present at the affair were Henry
D. Leitner, 1937 graduate in Textile Engineering who was vice
president of the local chapter last
year, and W. H. Grey, who is connected with the Federal Government work in the Clemson Textile
School.

Fickling To Head
Junior Staff Club
(Continued From Page One)

object of lightening the tasks of
each individual member.
Members of the new club are J.
S. Baskin, brigade sergeant major;
B. B. Pickling and A. H. Pregnall,
regimental sergeant majors; J. R.
Brailsford, J. C. Cook, T. R. Bainbridge, and H. L. Beach, battalion
sergeant majors; and G. C. Commander, F. H. H. Calhoun, Jr.,
F. E. Culvern, and W. B. Zeigler,
color sergeants.

<P<hUy4njUA&fo (Pat'%AM^ati &&u*MxdL
LOVELY SPONSORS: Select 2d by the members of the Executive Staff of the Tiger, Clemson's
official weekly publication, the fiva lovely sponsors pictured above will preside over the weekend of festivities featured by the annual Ti^er Ball. Miss Boyle and Miss Westmoreland attend Converse College;
Miss Brewster, Brenau; Miss Wingate, Lander; and Miss Hull, GWC. Dean Hudson and his popular
Florida Clubmen are playing for the series of three dances over whhh these sponsors will preside.

Versatile Dean
Deputation Groups
Once Track Coach Give Joint Program
(Continued From Paee Two)

(Continued from pasre one)

to the* less strenuous one of gardening since it gives good exercise
and brings in fine returns, both
aesthetic and gastronomic. His
other hobby is traveling. He enjoys meeting people of different
localities and observing their customs. Traveling gives him an opportunity to make a variety of
geological studies and add to his
mineral collections. In. his travels,
Dr. Calhoun has tried for twenty
years to get into a hurricane but
has never succeeded. Often he
takes the boat trip from Savannah
to New York during "hurricane
season" and still hopes that this

saw furnished vesper music. Rankin's knack of drawing delightful
melodies from his novel instrument
proved as entertaining as ever. He
is becoming increasingly popular
on vesper programs as sponsor of
this new type of musical entertainment;

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
'Greenville's Finest Store for Men':

Headquarters for Clemson Men
Main at North Street

r

ambition may be realized.
He says, "Politically, I am a
Democrat of the old fashioned
type, agreeing in every way with
Glass, Byrd and Bailey, and in this
way differing with my most illustrious colleague whose write-up
graced a former issue of the Tig-

Bands Hold Little
Charm For Chinks
(Continued From Page One)

sic. Even the boys are beginning
to follow suit."
Girls of China, before exposure
to Western influence, were placid,
quiet, and calm. In their tranquility they regarded their Western
sisters as boisterous and loud. A
rigid code of ethics bound them
fast, and it was considered an unpardonable insult for a man to as
much as touch the apparel of a
woman in passing her on the
street. Today the youth of China,
released from restrictions imposed
by their own race and suddenly
exposed to Western influence, a;ra
psychologically confused and can
scarcely differentiate between thB
moral and the immoral.
In China 37 Yeara
Miss Wilson, who is originally
from Sumter, South Carolina, has
been in China for thirty-seven
years and lists among her personal
acquaintances such international
figures as Generalissimo and Madame Chiang-Kai-Shek, virtual rulers of China; Wellington Coo, Chinese representative at the Brussels
Conference; and C. T. Wang, ambassador to the United States.
For the past sixteen years M\ss
Wilson, as Dean of Women in thft
Hangchow Christian College, has
witnessed the remarkable development of a backward school of a
backward nation into a college
which is on a par with most of
the American institutions. It has
a student body of six hundred boys
and one hundred girls who cctmB
from every province of China. Military training is compulsory, and
the boys serve three months bf
each year at training camps under
Chinese government supervision.
Student Activities
Student activities cover a wfdB
range. They maintain a social hall
which is constantly used by the
various clubs which meet there.
The students are fond of tennis,
ping pong, base ball, handball and
the various other sports. These
games are not restricted to tjhe
boys, however, for the girls haVe
shown considerable prowess in the
sports. Golf is not played in China, due to the lack of available
land for the game.
Miss Wilson, who is a graduate
of Converse, returned to the United States in August.

COMPLIMENTS OF
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ALL WE WANNA' DO IS DANCE !
Tomorrow night we of the Tiger Staff
play host at the annual Tiger Ball. With an
excellent band on tap and with the field house
transformed by CD A decorators into a splendorous ballroom, the stage is set for a gala
week-end. It is our little party and we invite
you of the faculty and the student body to
join we newspapermen in our little deviation from the line of duty.
This dance week-end is the first break in
the arduous routine which we have followed
for the past two months and we of the staff
from the executives down to the greenest
fledgling reporter ar« sorely in need of moments of real relaxation. This year we have
attempted to inaugurate certain beneficial
policies which we felt would be for the best
interests of the paper ... we have attempted
to give the reader a new deal. The task has
involved much work and reorganization, and
it has by no means been an easy one. Fortunately every man has played his part and we
are slowly working out of what might be
called the experimental stages of our project.
This process of giving you your little paper
Of eight pages a week, is becoming a much
easier one.
Monday, we pay the piper with our return
to the. grind, but tomorrow night we dance.
You of the staff, we urge you to go out and
enjoy yourselves . . . it's your dance, so make
the most of it. You of the faculty and you
of the student body, we again cordially invite
you to join us in our little frolic as we temporarily escape a merciless world of headlines and deadlines.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Our attention is drawn to the syndicated
column of John Temple Graves whose comments seem to take immediate effect upon
those who read his writings. Graves states
that through his mail be received a letter
from 'An Old Grad,' which suggested that in
addition to the Star Spangled Banner and
the marches and "stand-up songs of each
side, the bands at Southern football games
,might well make use of the song which identifies the South and thrills the world—
"Dixie'." "I am not troubled over the singing
of 'The Battle Hymn of the Republic'," he
writes, "but I do think we need to hold tenaciously to the most characteristic of all our
Southern musical airs. I wonder that our college bands have overlooked or disregarded
.this best bet for thrilling music at these
greatest gatherings of the year."
And we wonder too! Why can't our band
ibe one of the first to revive "Dixie" as a
Southern Collegiate football tune. It is certainly a stirring tune, and its popularity has
no limit; so play—Don!
—B.N.S.

FORGOTTEN MEN
We are glad to see the "forgotten men"
get recognition which has long been due.
Thesf forgotten men to whom we refer are
a select group who represent the college intelligentsia—so to speak. They are recognized but once, and on this day their name is
merely read to an attentive yet interested
cadet corps.
The best-drilled gets a medal, the best
orator a prize, athletes get block "C" sweaters, and now honor students get an honor bar.
This bar has become overnight one of the
most coveted tokens on the campus. It signifies that the cadet wearing this bar has at
one time obtained and maintained a high average enough to be called an honor student.
The honor students at Clemson correspond
to the "Dean's List" at other institutions.
The Tiger wishes to endorse this plan of
rewarding scholars as well as promoting of
scholarship. It is gratifying to see the college
step in and take a personal interest in a
group which has been sorely neglected. Again
we commend the action taken by the college.
—B.N.S.
ONLY YOU KNOW
Some people say that the lowest form of
dishonesty is expressed by the fellow who
will cheat at soltaire. The opportunity of
making decisions that no one. but yourself
will ever have any knowledge of will arrive
every day. These are the fundamentals factors that are the basic features of every
person's character. They have the power to
mould one's life according to the manner
with which he copes with these seemingly
unimportant things.
Perhaps the thought is a little vague. It
is this: The tactics that you use in solving
the incidental personal matters will form a
habit with you. It will expand into every
thing that you do, into every problem you
have to solve. It will regulate the calibre of
friends that you cultivate and the degree of
sincerity which these friendships will possess. It will ultimately govern your personal
content and happiness in living with yourself.
—O.F.M.
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Talk Of The
Town
Tomorrow, we of the Tiger, are
letting down our hair and having
one grand and glorious celebration.
This problem of dealing with headlines and deadlines in an effort to
give you your little newspaper each
week has just about gotten us
down and every one from us on
down to Godbold, our rat copyboy,
is ready for a fling. This thing of
bending over a copy desk week
after week has made us a little
bent and stiff, but we promise you
that if we can't dance with you
we will give you a hearty handshake as you pass through the
door. So we say to you, one and
all, come on out and watch a bunch
of newspaper men on a party. We
had the pleasure of previewing
Dean Hudson at the Converse
frolic last week-end and we know
whereof we speak when we say
that you'll like him ... so we say
again, truck on over to Mister
Morgan's Palace of Rhythm for a
gala week-end of suave swing.
TALK OF THE TOWN

Et Tu, Brute
Ever since taking over the helm
of this little newspaper we have
become very cynical about life in
general . . . we expect our friends
to turn on us, we expect professors
to shout at us about cutting classes, we expect alumni to shout at us
about news, and we expect subscriber's to constantly be on our
necks . . . and when things like
that happen we accept them philosophically. We have borne the
brunt of the attacks very well and
we feel that we have smiled very
beautifully through the whole
thing, but last week's incident was
too much for us . . . our trusted
pal, Oscar, turned traitor (see
Par'ley-Voo Nov. 11). vWe tried to
track him down and found that he
had signed off for East Hasamper,
Ky., for the week-end and is still
among the missing. We need to
fill that column . . . which is the
backbone of the paper ... so
though it's against our better
judgment, we say . . . come back,
Oscar, all is forgiven.

Democracy would be wise if it would
curb the education of thousands of our present school population." Pres. James L. McConaughsy of Wesleyan University takes the
TALK OF THE TOWN
other side of the Save-Democracy fence.
Choice Of The People
"It may seem strange but all great men
slipped off their pedestals as soon as they
began to beat a path to the bathtub." Dr. Sanders, a professor in education at De Paul University, saw this lecture remark picked up
by a campus columnist.

Collegiate Press
By A. W. SANDERS
There is something new under the sun after all,
and they have found it at the University of Nebraska. It is a walking: sprinkling- machine used to
water the gridiron. The machine is set up at one
end of the field at night and by the next morning
has traveled the entire length of the field, propelled
by the force-of the water.
Here's a chance for you engineers who want to
become a hero of all small boys. All you have to
do is invent a machine that will cut grass in the
same way, and you will be a cross between Lindbergh and Babe Ruth in the eyes of the masculine
half of the younger generation.
—COLLEGE PRESS—

A shortage of football shoes will apparently
cause a large portion of the Gooding College football team to play barefooted. The "large portion"
being one George Blankley, who stands 6 feet 3
inches barefooted—(barefooted because he needs a
size 14 football shoe.
—COLLEGE PRESS—

An Alabama coed vows she's going to have her
bed moved to the kitchen- the next time she has a
bad cold. She believes it would be safer. Stricken
with a cold, the girl was put to bed' in a sorority
house, where she was attended by the Negro cook,
who had orders to feed her liquids frequently.
Things went along smoothly until the coed was
served a soup which was exceedingly sweet. However, she downed it bravely before she learned that
something was missing from the kitchen, and that
^he had just drunk that something—the sauce for
the dinner gingerbread.
v—COLLEGE PRESS—
Jane Withers, the young child actress, will act as
sponsor for the 'Wofford College Glee Club for the
oresent school year, it was announced by George
Withers, manager of the club, who is also a first
cousin of'the actress. Jane hails from Atlanta, but
is familiar with S'partanburg and the Wofford campus, as she has an uncle and an aunt living there.Plans had been under way for some time to secure
her as the sponsor, but they had to be approved by
her studio.
After that free show last week, it is our humble
c-inion that the entire cadet corps would rise as one
to vote for Ann Sheridan to sponsor the Glee Club,
the football team, or even the Brigade, if they
thought she would accept.

In this week's rag you will no
doubt re'ad with interest the list of
eight beauty queens who will adorn
the beauty section of the 1938 Taps.
Three members of the contingent
are students of Sparfcanburg's
pride and joy, Converse . . . G. W.
C. and Winthrop have a representative apiece and two out-of-state
beauties crashed the line-up. The
whole affair was a very democratic
one, and under the new system devised by Taps, Editor Stanley and
his stooges, politics was cut to a
■minimum. The girls chosen are
truly representative of the corps
idea of feminine beauty. We would
like to add • that though the Converse delegation is mighty strong
it would have been even stronger
had the Clemson delegation who
attended the Converse girl-break
frolic been allowed to vote again...
any girl that broke on you looked
like a beauty queen that night.
Backtrack
'
TALK OF THE TOWN

At the Home-coming game,
Clemson vs. Wake Forest, Clemson's head cheer Ssaders introduced
an innovation by having girl cheerleaders aid in the homecoming exercises. We had planned to give
the scheme quite a bit of publicity, but an unfortunate chain of
circumstances prevented us from
doing so at the proper time. So
we want to devote this space to tell
Miss Burress and Miss Moore that
we regret that we were unable to
give their participation more publicity and that should the cheerleaders undertake a similar scheme
for Thanksgiving, well see that
the project receives due notice.
TALK OF THE TOWN

Week's Outstanding Cadet
Cadet Wilson, the pride and joy
of B Company who, though having numerous blue slips, demerits,
and other essentials inducive to
keeping one on the campus during
the weekend; took advantage of
Taps Editor Tom Stanley's call for
freshmen to aid in taking Taps activity shots to trick the Army into
granting him a permit permitting
him to be absent from Friday noon
till Monday morning reveille.

—that Rat Wilson, who hasn't
rated week-ends since he's been
here and who has four blue slips
besides, took last week-end (Friday noon through Monday reveille)
as a result of giving the commandant a real permit to stamp while
they were getting their pictures
taken for Taps activities-section.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Sumner, who's working the
Easley, Liberty, Fickens territory
this winter, managed to keep a
stiff upper lip long enough to
catch a ride back from Greenville
the other week-end at 10:30 of a
Saturday morning, in a tux. (Tommy Lawtons.)
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that since June is still a long
way off and Grandfather Fuller
seems to be doing just ftne, he's
willing to start him off behind the
seven ball and let him work up.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Gypsy Rose Simmons can
drill in the front rank with Okurowski if he'll fix things up with
Dorothy for Block C Giesburg.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Truluck, new deal utility
man extraordinary, has quite a
political machine since his campaign for 103 in the Taps Beauty
(?) Contest and suggests he uses
it to run on an independent ticket
for First Shovel of the Horsesneck
club, a position left vacant with
the graduation of F. 0. G. Griggs.
—OSCAR SAYS—

-Mhat the Calhoun All Stars,'
whose home field is the end of the
parade ground in front of the Y,
have been invited around in front
of the third Barracks by Coach
Gibson and the boys for an intersectional game.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Spike Denny, brakeman on
more than one yardengine, has said
he won't recommend any of those
bigshot corporals MeGinty's been
cultivating for supply sergeants
unless she starts noticing him occasionally when he's around.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Jarvis "Captain Courageous" Barnes is too good a man to
lose and suggests that when football season is over and he has to
bow to one more button that they
either make him a section marcher
or let him organize a Future Day
Kadet Kompany for Kampus Kiddies (K-l), and drill them afll by
himself. ■
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Nick the King seems to
be losing interest in the Easley
widow possibly because she started
making him help her little girl,
who is in the junior third thi«
year, with her homework.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that he is glad lhderfurth, who
is looking" more like head waiter
emeritus Mae Watson every day,
has at last found his niche but that
he really preferred him as rat
sergeant three years ago.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that he isn't ready to print the
reason for this observation yet, but
he predicts that Professor Lane's
drama class will be overcrowded
next semester'and he hereby tips
off those general science juniors to
sign up early and avoid the rush.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that he doesn't mind Cook, Savannah's bid for military honors
dating McGinty, but he thinks it's
going just a bit too far when he
calls her out of the picture show
so he can talk to her.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that he understands that though
Frampy Durban doesn't mind going with Stafford's old girl, he objects strenuously to going by Stafford's old nickname. Rose Bud.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that he thanks Campus Canopy
(of Parley Voo) for the splendid
cooperation given last week and
though it nearly cost him his job,
it was worth it.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—that Sgt. Garick may take orders from Captain Morgan on the
company, but it's a different story
when it comes to taking the Anthrop-Anderson number to the
hops.

1
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Hudgin Selected President Of Forensic Council
GREENVILLE LEADER
TO DIRECT DEBATERS
Extensive Schedule Is "Being
Planned For Clemson
Speech Makers
By Cheerio

V

Musical Musings .... By Off-Beat Shoot The Show
About a year and a half ago Dick
During the coming week, ClemStabile's band began to attract at- son movie addicts will be treated
tention. It was a new and differ- to a varied program of film hits
ent band. Then it passed out of which bring to the campus three
real sight for quite a while, pop- of the season's more enjoyable
ping up here and there as a fairly productions. The menu ranges from
good but indifferent band. Stabile comedy to highly emotional stuff
■was making changes . . . trying to which tends to make the cash customers reach for their handkerperfect a steady form that would chiefs.
make his band good all the time.
Friday afternoon Jack Benny
The recent airings of Stabile and heads an excellent supporting cast
his six-saxes ork give every indica- in "Artists and Models." We don't
tion that the band is really going know just how you feel about the
to be quite stabilized from now on matter, but to us Benny is" tops in
and you swing purveyors are going his particular line. We've already
to have plenty of good stuff to lis- seen this one three times and we
ten to. The band displays a ter- don't think that we would mind
riffic attack, led 'toy a truly fine seeing parts of it again . . . good
brass section. The rhythm section stuff ... no plot ... no heavy drareally digs behind the biting brass, ma . . . just a lot of laughs.
Friday night and Saturday, the
each playinig some excellent instrumentation of some mighty fine fans who love to let their hair
manuscript. And on top of that down for a good cry and who go in
there were men iwho really did for the emotional stuff will be in
stand out: (1) a hot trumpeter their glory with the showing of the
with fine ideas; (2) a good and old stand-by, "Stella Dallas."
powerful lead sax; (3) the greatly Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles
improved and inspiring Stabile head the cast and turn in some
clarinet, and (4) the fine vocals by highly commendable acting. PerPaula Kelly. Stabile is really be- sonally this particular type of real
ginning to arrive. The stabilizing life stuff doesn't set so well with
took some time but it was worth us, but we thought the acting well
worth the price of admission.
the while.
On Monday and Tuesday afterCollege Bred
It seems that college is the best noon, we expect a full house for
Sonja Heinie's latest starring veplace to start an orchestra. Sevhicle, "Thin Ice." Tyronne Power
eral of the "name" maestros have helps to make this number even
begun their baton swinging careers
more attractive. You can just igon the campuses of some of our nore the plot in this one also . . .
colleges and many a band has risen all you'll watch or remember is
to prominence from the classroom. Sonja.
Fred Waring was one of the first
Tuesday night, glamorous Kay
collegiate leaders and the nucleus Francis, suave Ian Hunter and
of his famous Pennsylvania^ was that old meanie, Basil Rathbone
formed on the campus at Penn are featured in another sophistiState in 1920. Ozzie Nelson is a cated, powerful number which Miss
product of. Rutgers, Glen Gray has Francis does so well, "Confession."
a degree from Illinois Wesleyan, If you are as much a Kay Francis
Ted Weems and Frank Black went fan as we are, you won't miss this
to the University of Pennsylvania, one . . . Two so-so pictures, "DinRudy Vallee spent his college days ner At The Ritz," and "Music For
at Yale, and the University of Madame," wind up the week's
North Carolina, has given us two schedule. Go to these if all the
of the top-notchers—Hal Kemp and pool tables are taken.
Kay Kyser. Bob Crosby went to
Ganzaga, Johnnie Green to Harv- itole idea for most of our colleges
ard, and both Buddy Rogers and and universities to introduce specClyde Lucas went to the Univers- ialized courses in instrument playity of Kansas. So numerous are ing and orchestra conducting and
the collegians who have made their award a degree in B. J. (Bachelor
distinctive mark in the orchestra of Jazz) in place of the more confirmament that it might toe a sens-i ventional B. A. or B. S.
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THE TIGER SERVICE STATION
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Donald Hudgin, senior from
Greenville, was recently elected
chairman of the newly formed
Clemson Forensic Council.
The Council was organized by
the Palmetto and Calhoun literary
societies to conduct all business
and to govern the various official
Clemson forensic teams. It is composed of the presidents of the Calhoun and Palmetto societies, all
members of Clemson forensic
teams, and the chairman, Hudgin,
elected at large by the two societies jointly.
In the present council with Hudgin are J. W. Adams and F. H. H.
Calhoun, Jr., presidents respectively of the Calhoun and Palmetto
literary societies, and W. B. Wade,
J. C. Williams, F. C. Mills, Roy
Pearce, Frank Horton, C. C. Smith,
J. J. Lever, R. G. Avent, A. L.
Brooks, and H. R. Bell, all members of the recently selected Clemson debating team. The oratorical
and declamation teams will be selected within the next week. Professors C. L.< Epting and J. P.
Lucas, Jr., are coaching the debating team.

Book Leaves
By Sarlin
If some curious traveler from
Mars were to ask us to recommend
a book which would give him a
kaleidoscopic picture of this world,
this minute fragment endlessly
circling in space, we would highly
recommend "Van Loon's Geography." The title of this volume
is unfortunate, for we usually associate the word "Geography" with
the monotonous task of memorizing the names of rivers or the
populations of different countries,
facts which "resolve themselves
into a jumble of badly digested
racollections like a museum too
full of pictures or a concert that
has lasted too long." Hendrik
Vanloon, however, approaches his
subject with a refreshingly different attitude. "Man," the author
starts, "comes first in this volume;
his physical background comes
next; the rest is given whatever
space remains."
Van Loon begins his book in a
humtole mood. He impresses us
with our comparative insignificance. However, he is proud of
the fact that we, "a mere handful
of defenseless mammals," have
come to dominate this planet. But
the author does not forget that
man is heir to that devastating
disease called war which may
eventually destroy humanity. With
this philosophical introduction in
our mental knapsacks, we begin
our journey in the company of the
rather portly Van Loon. Our visitor from Mars is introduced to
the habits, customs and manners
of this planet, enlightened upon the
fascinating subpect of maps and
their uses, and told about "the little spots of dry-land on this planet
and why some of them are called
continents while others are not."
He is then conducted through forty
different countries. When the facts
about these nations and their people are interpreted by Van Loon,
they become interesting and unforgetable to the reader.
Hendrik Van Loon has copiously
illustrated his volume with pen and
ink sketches, which are proof of
the Dutchman's impressive imagination and talent.
A copy of Van Loon's Geography
is now available in the library.
Here's a grand chance to do some
very profitable and enjoyable
"armchair traveling."

HAVOLINE AND TEXACO MOTOR OILS
Courteous and Efficient Service
J. J. Wilson, Mgr.

Boots Soaked and Shined. Elbow Pads Sewed on Sweaters.
Shoe Laces and High Grade
Shoe Polish For Sale At

THE MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Major Abbott—Campus Canteen Boss—
Clemson Football Fan Since 19 09

Major Abbott, in a characteristic pose, hands out change to one
of thousands of cadets who daily flock to'the "Jew Shop" for their
supply of candy, chewing gum, cherios, cigarettes, etc. Having operated the "Jew Shop," popular cadet gathering place, for the
college athletic association for the past seven years., he is a familiar character to the many cadets who frequent his canteen.
Major is a staunch supporter of Clemson athletics.
By R. B. Marshall
One finds it hard to think of
Clemson without thinking of the
numerous times that one has passed by, or stopped at the "Jew
shop" to refresh ourselves between
and after classes. We who have
been here since 1932 are well familiar with the jovial face of M.
A. Abbott better known to all as
Major, who runs the "Jew shop."
He has become an integral part of
all who like to stop and refresh
with a "dope" and talk over the
prospects of Clemson's football
team.
Perhaps it would be well at this
time to delve into the past of this
man who has acted as concessions
manager for the Athletic Association since 1932.
Major Abbott, and his real name
is Major, was born in Central, Pickens County, and later on moved
to Spartanburg. Since 1909 Major
has been at Clemson, during which
time he has worked in a downtown
grocery store, and also has been
in the same business for himself
for eleven years. In 1913 he was
married to Mrs. Ola Carter Abbot
and later on this couple were the
proud parents of two daughters.
The youngest, Dorothy, is a Senior at Lander College in Greenwood, while the elder daughter is
married to a Clemson man, Mr. T.
H. Jackson, who is a school teacher in Seneca. It might be added
here that those delicious sandwiches that we are all familiar with at
the "Jew shop" are made by the
able Mrs. Abbot.

Ardent Supporter
Major is a great supporter of
Clemson sports, for in the past 28
years he has never missed a football game played here at the college. He takes every opportunity
in following the distant games also,
as well as witnessing most of the
baseball and basketball games. His
great love for boys has made him
a favorite character about the campus, and there are very few cadets who don't know Major, for he
endeavors to know all the cadets
that he can.
Major also takes a lively interest in the community life about
Clemson, and this is evidenced by
the fact that he was recently elected a Deacon in the Baptist Church.
His favorite hobbies are hunting
and fishing, although he finds but
a limited time to follow these pursuits nowadays. His dog, "Frank"
is also well known about the college, for his unharmonious yelps
make it hard for the corps to keep
a straight face during retreat.
Major says that Clemson has the
best football team he has seen in
his 28 years about the campus,
and he adds that the outlook for
next year's team is also favorable.
We leave Major for the present, but we know that he can always be found, either serving the
cadets in his good natured manner,
or chatting with the Army, professors taking recess for a snack,
cadets, some of the football boys or
the coaching staff concerning the
outcome of next week's game or results of the last one.
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AMERICAN GAS AND OILS
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Hot Water Heaters For Cars
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Phones: Day 78 J—Night 107 W
BOB SMITH, MANAGER
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Pearsons Field Goal Spells Defeat For Florida
Trailing The Tigers
By BOB CHEVES
With Furman remaining as the only obstacle in its path
for a Southern Conference football championship, the Tigers
are exerting every effort in practice to make this year's
edition of the Royal Bengals invulnerable to the Furman
jinx that has prevailed for the past two years. The Bengals
reign slight favorites in this all-important clash, but, as in
previous years, anything is liable to happen once the fireworks start, and we are looking forward to witnessing one of
the most thrilling battles in Carolina football history next
Thursday in Greenville.
The Tigers' one-point victory over Florida last Saturday
gave them a .500 per cent basis in games won and lost, and
the outcome of the Furman tussle will decide finally on which
side of the ledger the Clemson eleven will finish.
It was Red Pearson's trusty toe that gave the Bengals
their thrilling victory over the Gators when he booted a
field goal in the last stages of the game. Red has only
missed one attempt at kicking goals this year out of abo:it
nine chances. We don't believe Red has received the credit
this year that is due him. He is without a doubt one of the
most aggressive defensive men in the South, a dependable
blocker, and a consistent ball-carrier. His play has not been
spectacular this season except on a few touchdown jaunts,
but he is probably the hardest runner in the Bengal starting
backfield.
ALL STARS
You can always tell when football season is gradually dimming out when sports writers can't find anything else to
write about except all-star teams. Not having seen all of the
Southern Conference teams in action this fall, it would be
absolutely impossible for us to even attempt to select a representative eleven from this section; however, we do have
some nominees for the all-star cast, based upon our observation and from what we have been able to garner from others.
At one end, Andy Bershak of North Carolina is without
a challenger for the outstanding wingman in the South; Andy
will probably end up with All-American honors . . . It's a
toss-up between Wyse and Pennington of Clemson as to which
is the better tackle, but one of them should land a berth on
the honor team . . . The varied assortment of guard material
is too dazzling for our department to select the number one
man, but we have heard lots about the accomplishments of
Mr. Lipscomb of Duke . . . Charlie Woods of Clemson should
get the nod for the center berth followed by Dan Hill of Duke
. . . The galaxy of glittering backs in the Southern Conference is on a par with the best in the nation. To name the best
quartet out of the following would be a precarious task:
Hackney and Tipton of Duke; Lafferty of Davidson; Scott
of Furman; Shu of V.M.I.; North Carolina's Little; Robertson of Citadel; Willis of Clemson;' Berlinski of N. C. State;
and a host of others.
RAT GAME
The focus will be diverted temporarily from the Thanksgiving classic when all eyes are turned in the direction of
Riggs Field this Saturday where the Clemson Cubs and the
Furman Little Breeze square off in what is expected to be
a jamup affair. Coach Jones has done a wonderful job with
the freshman material this year, winning three games while
dropping one to the high-flying South Carolina Biddies. The
Baby Bengals have romped to an 81-0 victory over Erskine,
a 40-0 win over Citadel; and a 14-0 verdict over Presbyterian.
The only loss suffered was the 13-0 drubbing administered
by the Biddies. The game this Saturday will have no bearing
on the State title, since the first year men from South Carolina seem to have an inside edge on the championship.
Here and There—Wister Jackson, Tiger end, is still hobbling around on that bad leg, avd it is not known when the
Starr lad will be ready for service again . . . Basketball practice is now in full swing, and Coach Davis is dividing his time
between his football and basketball coaching duties . . . The
Bengal pugs are off to an early season start—Russ Waters
and Teddy Boselli are shaping up by tossing the ball around
on the old hardwood, while Ripper Murray and 'Ross Down
are conditioning by indulging in touch football.-
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BENGALS WTN IN LAST
45 SECONDS OF PLAY
Bryant Stars With Long
Dashes Through Tough
Florida Line
Red Pearson added a story book
finish onto the Clemson-Florida
game in Gainesviiie last Saturday
by booting a perfect field goal
over the uprights in the closing
seconds of play to give the Tigers
a 10 to 9 victory over the scrappy
Gators. A desperately fighting
Florida line strove mightily to
break thrpugh and block the kick,
but Clemson's mighty forward wall
was as immovable as so many
blocks of granite, and the red-headed Savannah boy had all the time
in the world to boot the pigskin
over the uprights. V
Clemson took the lead in the
first few minutes of play by making a touchdown before the 6,000
fans in the stands were seated
good. Florida kicked off and the
ball went out of bounds on the
Clemson 35 yard line. Bob Bailey
started things humming by heaving a pass to Tom McConnell for
a gain of 36 yards. Don Willis
picked up 11 yards in two tries and
it was first in ten on the Gator 28.
Bailey then took the ball and crossed up the Florida defense by
slinging a pass to Red Pearson for
another gain of 17 yards. Pearson
gained three yards around end and
Bailey seven more to put the ball
only one yard from the promised
land. Big Don Willis then plowed
through guard for the tally, Pearson adding the extra point from
placement.
Gators Safety
The Gators scored the first time
they crossed the mid-field stripe.
They made a first down on the
Clemson 40 yard line, but the
Clemson lirie began throwing the
Florida men for consistent losses,
and one fourth down and 25 to go,
Mayberry punted to Bailey who
was downed on the three. Bailey
got back as if to punt, but instead
he tossed a shovel pass to McFadden who was knocked down behind
the Tiger goal line for a Florida
safety.
Just before the half ended Clemson put on a drive that was stopped just five yards short of the
Gator goal. Shad Bryant intercepted one of Mayberry's passes and
the Bengals set sail from the
Florida 49. With Bryant, Willis
and McFadden doing the ball toting, the Tigers worked the ball all
the way down to the Florida 5 yard
stripe before they were halted by
the timer's whistle.
Mayberry Again
With Mayberry doing most ctf
the ball toting, the Gators worked
the ball down to the Tiger's 43
yard line in the third quarter.
Mayberry kicked out on the Clemson 13, and Magee's punt travelled
only 29 yards to give the Florfdians the ball of Clemson's 42. Mayberry, the main cog in the Florida
offense, dropped back and heaved
a 28 yard pass to Evans who was
downed on the Tiger 17. The great
Mayberry then took off around end,
shook off a horde of Clemson tacklers, and crossed into pay dirt
standing up. Mullins made good his
placement and the scoreboard read
Florida 9, Clemson 7.
Bryant Flashes'
The fourth quarter opened with
a series of punt exchanges and, in
the waning minutes of the game,
the Tigers found themselves in
possession of the ball 70 yards
away from the Florida goal. Shad
Bryant wasted no time in reducing
this distance considerably by dashing 31 yards behind some sensational blocking. McFadden made
10 yards on a reverse to put the
ball on the Gator 28. Bryant clipped off five more, and Pearson six,
to put the ball on the 14 yard
stripe. A lateral, Willis to Bryant
added nine more to place the pellet only five yards from.a touch-

TIGER STARS—With the clock
on the scoreboard ticking Clemson's chances for victory over Florida, Dusty Wiles (above) dependable quarterback from Columbia,
S. C, exhibited a smart piece of
field generalship when he called for
Red Pearson to kick a field goal
from the Gators' eighteen yard
line. Holding the ball for Red's
educated toe, Dusty colloborated
in the first field goal ever kicked
in the Florida stadium. Clemson
supporters were more than glad to
see Gus Goins exhibiting his usual
flashy spectacular brand of football which has marked him as a spectator's favorite and commanded1 the attention of southern sports writ1ers. iGoins, with his steady defensive play and flashy offensive tactics,
was a thorn in Florida's side last Saturday.
down. The Gator line swarmed in
to throw Bryant for a two yard
loss, and the stands were practically certain of a Florida victory.
The referee indicated 45 seconds of
playing time was left.
Victory Points
The Clemson team moved determindly out of their last huddle,
and Dusty Wiles smoothed out a
place on the Florida sod and knelt
on the ground, with Red Pearson
measuring his steps directly behind him. A complete silence, broken only by the signals of Quarterback Wiles, fell over the field. The
snap from Charlie Woods, was, as
usual, perfect and Wiles placed the
ball end up on the ground; Pearson swung his foot, the Clemson
line held like a brick wall, and the
ball went squarely between the uprights for another Clemson victory.

The Florida team exhjbited two
fine running backs in Mayberry
and Manning, and two great defensive men in Walker and Koscis.
Iron-Man Line
The entire Clemson line played
heads up football, with Wyse, Pennington and Miller shining at the
tackle posts. Charlie Woods turned
in a magnificent performance and
retained his reputation of being
one of the greatest centers in the
nation by slamming down Florida
runners every time they came
within the territory he was patrolling.
In the Tiger backfield, the blocking of Sanders, the punting and
passing of Bailey, the broken field
running of Bryant, the placekicking of Pearson, and the signal
calling of Wiles deserve honorable
mention.
■
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EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Rings Made Smaller Or Larger
Crystals Fitted—Watch Straps

PAUL FEINSTEIN
CLEMSON, S. C.

Junior and Senior R.O.T.C. Men, See
HOKE SLOAN
ABOUT HIS CLOTHING OFFER !
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You Need The Clothes—
I Need The Business—Let's Get Together.
GRIFFON And CHATHAM Homespuns
Fine Ready-to-Wear Clothes
Florsheim Shoes ....
Friendly Shoes ....
Crosby Square Shoes ....
New Dance Sashes — Tuxedo Equipment
Arrow
Dress Shirts — Mess Jackets — Cummerbunds

